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Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDCs), could be used to create electronic 
devices with unique capabilities. However, the difficulty of 

forming ohmic contacts to TMDC devices limits investigations 
of the fundamental properties of TMDCs and hinders fabrication  
of high-performance devices1,2. In addition, TMDC field-effect 
transistors (FETs) often degrade quickly, which further complicates 
the investigation of device properties because the measured char-
acteristics vary over time, making parameter extraction and device 
comparisons difficult. Thus, the development of 2D devices requires 
reduced contact resistances and improved device stabilities.

Several techniques have been proposed to improve contacts to 
different TMDCs, including the use of tunnel barriers, contact-area 
doping and improved contact geometry3–8. Most of these techniques 
have been demonstrated on multilayer (more than five layers, 5L) 
TMDCs and cannot be easily scaled to few-layer devices due to 
the damage that occurs during processing. Moreover, the use of 
polymers, direct metallization and lack of effective passivation in 
previous methods result in Fermi-level pinning, threshold-voltage 
variation and unintentional doping and damage at the metal–semi-
conductor interface9,10. Device stability has been greatly improved 
through insulating hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) encapsulation 
of 2D-material channels11. However, conventional metal evapo-
ration, which is used to make contacts, often leads to significant 
damage and leaves polymer residue at the contacts, causing variable 
device performance over time.

In this Article, we report a platform for creating high-quality 
transistors made from 2D semiconductors using transferred via 
contacts (TVCs) made from metal-embedded h-BN. We show 
that our TVC platform provides multiple advantages over conven-
tional 2D device fabrication: encapsulation of the 2D semiconduc-
tor, shielding the channel and contacts from contamination; full 

glovebox processing, providing a pristine channel for high-mobility 
FETs and a clean, polymer-free metal–semiconductor interface that 
reduces contact resistance; a damage-free contact by avoiding direct 
metallization of the semiconductor, enhancing device stability; 
a high-quality gate insulator, yielding a nearly ideal subthreshold 
swing for top-gated transistors.

We use bilayer tungsten diselenide (WSe2) p-FETs as our testbed 
for the TVC platform, and perform detailed multi-terminal mea-
surements—transfer length method (TLM), four-probe and Hall 
effect—to accurately extract the channel properties independent of 
the contacts, because contact resistance plays a large role in deter-
mining the measured transistor characteristics of 2D devices. We 
chose p-type WSe2 because it complements n-type molybdenum 
disulfide (MoS2) for the creation of p–n heterojunctions and comple-
mentary FET applications. Furthermore, bilayer WSe2 has received 
significant research attention in the study of excitonic dynam-
ics, spin-locking, piezoelectricity and the quantum Hall effect12–15. 
Bilayer WSe2 is also notoriously difficult to contact, which makes it 
valuable in demonstrating the advantages of TVCs. Using the TVC 
plaform, we create a high-performance double-gated bilayer WSe2 
p-FET with a large on/off ratio (106), high on current (5 μA μm−1 
for VDS = −100 mV at 295 K; 200 μA μm−1 for VDS = −1.5 V at 14 K), 
a nearly ideal subthreshold swing (64 mV dec−1 at 290 K) and long 
device stability (more than 2 months).

The concept of transferred contacts to 2D materials has been 
reported recently in refs. 16,17. In ref. 16, a polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) stamp was used to transfer 50-nm-thick metal con-
tacts embedded in polymer to multilayer (4–20 nm) MoS2. The 
transferred contacts showed promising advantages compared to 
evaporated contacts, including a lack of visible damage in cross-
sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) images and 
greatly reduced Fermi-level pinning that enabled both p-type and 
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n-type characteristics by using metals with different workfunc-
tions. However, the transferred contacts place a PDMS stamp in 
direct contact with the semiconductor channel, leading to poten-
tial contamination. Moreover, the focus of that work was on the 
Schottky-barrier extraction for different metals transferred onto 
relatively thick (6–30 layer) MoS2. The work also did not use 
multi-terminal measurements (that is, four-probe and TLM), 
which prevented the extraction of contact resistance indepen-
dent of the channel resistance. Reference 17 reports the develop-
ment of TVCs, focusing on physical characterization (that is, the 
roughness and interface of the contacts), and shows good contact 
resistance to semimetallic graphene and superconducting NbSe2 
at both 1.7 and 300 K. The encouraging results of that work pro-
vide strong motivation to demonstrate the potential of the TVC  
platform on semiconducting 2D materials.

Transferred via contacts
Figure 1 highlights the major fabrication steps for TVCs and a con-
ventional process with direct metallization. In our method, a 2D 
semiconductor is exfoliated inside a glovebox with an inert nitro-
gen ambient to minimize atmospheric contamination and prevent 
direct contact with the polymers and solvents used in material 
transfer and lithographic patterning. TVCs are prepared outside 
the glovebox and then brought inside to pick up the 2D semicon-
ductor layer and transfer it onto a bottom h-BN layer, minimizing 
contamination of the metal surface. The top TVC and bottom h-BN 
provide atomically flat, ultraclean encapsulating surfaces for the 2D 
semiconductor. The process minimizes contamination between the 
metal–semiconductor interface, potentially minimizing traps at the 
contact. (Additional process details are provided in the Methods.)

In contrast to TVCs, conventional contacts introduce residue 
on the 2D material due to direct contact with polymers, such as 
PDMS, used to pick up the 2D semiconductor layer. The semicon-
ductor is further contaminated by the chemicals and resist used 
in subsequent lithography steps. This contamination accumulates 
over the process steps as well as during exposure to the ambient, 
which may result in unintentional doping, defects, strain and, con-
sequently, degradation in the quality of the 2D surface. The con-
taminants may also exist at the metal–semiconductor interface, 
thereby resulting in poor contacts that severely limit device per-
formance. Moreover, it has been shown that direct metallization of 
thin layers of 2D material causes physical damage to the surface9,16. 

Thus, the conventional process prohibits fine control over the con-
tact and channel quality, thereby yielding large variations and poor 
reliability from device to device.

electrical properties of back-gated p-FeTs with TVCs
We performed room-temperature electrical characterization of 
back-gated bilayer WSe2 devices with TVCs, as shown in Fig.  2. 
Platinum was used for contacts to WSe2 due to its large workfunc-
tion, inert behaviour and strong electronic coupling between Pt and 
WSe2 (ref. 18). Figure 2b shows the cross-sectional device schematic 
with electrical connections. Here, the back-gate voltage (VBG) is 
applied across the WSe2 through an ~30 nm h-BN/~285 nm SiO2 
dielectric stack. Figure  2c,d shows the output and transfer char-
acteristics of a device with 1 μm channel length, measured while 
using the two leftmost contacts of Fig. 2a as the source and drain. 
The output characteristics show linear behaviour over a range of 
VDS for various gate voltages. The transfer curves show clear p-type 
characteristics with high on current (5 μA μm−1 at VDS = −100 mV), 
extremely low threshold voltage variation and a good subthreshold 
swing for a back-gated device, illustrating the high quality of devices 
made with the TVC platform.

To quantify the advantage of TVCs, we extracted the width-nor-
malized contact resistance (Rc) for back-gated WSe2 devices using 
the TLM. Figure  3a shows the output characteristics for devices 
with different channel lengths at VBG = −80 V. For channel lengths 
greater than 3 μm, characteristics were measured across contacts as 
indicated in the inset of Fig.  3a. Here, we have assumed that the 
channel segments covered by the metal contact do not contribute to 
the overall channel length19, which is reasonable given the excellent 
linear fit of Fig. 3b.

The total resistance normalized by width (Rtotal) was obtained 
from the slope of the ID versus VDS curve at low bias for different 
channel lengths. Figure 3b plots Rtotal as a function of channel length 
and shows an excellent linear fit to the data, indicating low variabil-
ity among the contacts and channels. The y intercept of the linear 
fit yields the total contact resistance (2Rc) and the slope gives the 
sheet resistance of the channel (Rsh), as indicated in Fig. 3b. Using 
this methodology, we extract a low contact resistance of ~3.5 kΩ μm 
at VBG = −80 V.

To further elucidate device behaviour, we performed four-probe 
measurements of the TLM structure to independently extract the 
channel (Rch) and contact (2Rc) resistances as a function of VBG, 
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Fig. 1 | Fabrication process for TVCs and conventional contacts. TVCs are formed outside the glovebox and then transferred onto the semiconductor 
inside the glovebox. TVCs prevent contamination and damage to the 2D semiconductor surface that occur during fabrication of conventional contacts.
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as shown in Fig. 3c. For large negative VBG, the device is channel-
dominated as the channel resistance is significantly higher than the 
contact resistance. For VBG ≳ −38 V, the device becomes contact-
dominated as the contact resistance rises faster than the channel 
resistance. The four-probe data clearly show a contact-dominated 
turn-on of the device at VBG ~ −15 V (Fig. 2d).

The Rch and 2Rc extracted through the four-probe method cor-
roborate the values extracted through TLM analysis. The four-
probe measurements give 2Rc ~ 8 kΩ μm, while TLM gives 7 kΩ μm 
at VBG = −80 V. Similarly, four-probe and TLM measurements both 
yield Rch ~ 65 kΩ μm for a 6 μm channel at VBG = −80 V.

Details of the four-probe extraction are provided in the Methods, 
and Supplementary Fig. 2 plots the raw data of the measured four-
probe and two-probe resistances as a function of back-gate voltage.

We next compare the contact resistance for TVCs to WSe2 with 
other contact methods. The contact resistance to TMDCs depends 
on several factors such as contact metal, channel thickness (that is, 
number of 2D layers) and layer doping (expressed by Rsh). Thus, for 
a fair and reliable comparison we plot the extracted contact resis-
tances as a function of the number of layers (Fig. 3d) and channel 
sheet resistance (Fig.  3e). For the various published results, con-
tact resistance was extracted using TLM5,7, four-probe measure-
ments4,20–22 or on-resistance (assuming Ron ≈ 2Rc at high VBG)23–27. 
Our TVC technique provides the best contact resistance for thin 
(<10 layers) WSe2, even while maintaining reasonable Rsh (103 to 

3.5 × 104 Ω ◻−1). This twofold comparison is important, as many of 
the previous contact methods are based on degenerate doping of the 
channel, which leads to poor gate control. The contact resistance 
further improves as the temperature is reduced, which is discussed 
in detail in the section on low-temperature measurements and the 
transport model.

layer dependence of WSe2 FeTs with TVCs
To explore the layer-dependence of TVCs, we fabricated monolayer 
(1L), six-layer (6L) and 13-layer (13L) WSe2 devices, as shown in 
Supplementary Figs. 3–5. Structures for these devices were assem-
bled inside the glovebox following the same process as used for 
bilayer devices.

As shown in Fig. 3d,e, the contact resistance for the 1L device 
(2Rc ~ 100 kΩ μm from RON extraction) is considerably higher 
than that for the bilayer, probably due to the larger bandgap and 
lower-lying valence band edges that increase the contact barrier. 
Interestingly, the extracted Rc and Rsh for the 13L device are also 
higher compared to the bilayer (2Rc = 7 kΩ μm for 2L at VBG = −80 V 
versus 18 kΩ μm for 13L at VBG = −100 V). We believe the increased 
Rc of the 13L device may be attributed to the interlayer resistance 
of the 13-layer stack because the back-gate accumulates holes 
on the bottom surface but the contacts are on the top surface,  
and the cumulative interlayer resistance from the top to the bot-
tom of the device increases for thicker WSe2. An increase in Rc with 
layer thickness has also been previously seen in Nb-doped WSe2 
top contacts (see supplementary fig. 4 of ref. 7). Thicker channels 
also more effectively screen the back-gate field near the top con-
tacts, such that the back-gate is less able to electrostatically dope the 
semiconductor immediately adjacent to the top contacts, further 
increasing contact resistance.

A comparison of transfer characteristics for different layer thick-
nesses of WSe2 is shown in Supplementary Fig. 5. The bilayer device 
with TVCs shows the best electrical performance among the layer 
thicknesses that have been tested (1L, 2L, 6L and 13L); however, 
further experiments are needed to determine if the bilayer is truly a 
sweet spot in terms of device performance or if the TVC process can 
be further optimized for thicker multilayer channels to yield better 
transfer characteristics.

low-temperature measurements and transport model
We also investigated the temperature dependence of our back-
gated bilayer WSe2 p-FETs with TVCs using low-temperature I–V 
characterization. Figure  4a shows the transfer characteristics at 
VDS = −100 mV for multiple temperatures between 14 and 295 K. 
The data clearly depict that the subthreshold swing is nearly con-
stant over the entire temperature range. Note that the device is 
contact-dominated for VBG ≥ −38 V (as shown in Fig.  3c), which 
encompasses the entire subthreshold regime. Therefore, the tem-
perature-independent subthreshold swing provides strong evidence 
of tunnelling transport at the contacts28,29.

The output curves maintain their linearity even at 14 K and 
show high saturation current (−200 μA μm−1 at VDS = −1.5 V, 
VBG = −100 V) as shown in Fig. 4b. Overall, the contact resistance 
is observed to halve as temperature is reduced from 295 to 14 K 
(Fig.  4c). This reduction in Rc supports our claim of tunnelling-
dominated transport at the contact as a thermionic model would 
yield an exponential increase in Rc at low temperature due to there 
being fewer carriers with enough kinetic energy to surmount the 
Schottky barrier of the contact. Detailed calculations of transport at 
the contacts demands the development of new models that consider 
the distinct electrostatics of back-gated 2D devices as compared to 
3D ‘bulk’ semiconductors30.

To extract the hole field-effect mobility, we measured the trans-
fer characteristics at small VDS = −20 mV from which we calculated 
the transconductance (gm = ∂ID/∂VBG) at VBG = −80 V, as shown in 
Fig. 4d. We used a large negative back-gate voltage to ensure that 
the device was channel-dominated (Fig. 3c) and biased in the lin-
ear regime of operation, as required for proper field-effect mobility 
extraction. The extracted hole sheet density (p2D) and field-effect 
mobility (μFE) are shown in Fig. 4e,f. Details of the extraction proce-
dure are provided in the Methods.

At 295 K, the extracted four-probe hole mobility is quite high 
(μFE = 195 cm2 V−1 s−1 at p2D = 3 × 1012 cm−2), especially considering 
the large hole density in the channel at VBG = −80 V. The field-effect 
mobility increases to 1,155 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 14 K but starts to saturate, 
suggesting the dominance of impurity scattering at very low tem-
peratures31. The difference between the two-probe and four-probe 
measurements is small at high temperature because the channel  
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resistance is considerably higher than the contact resistance, 
whereas it becomes larger at low temperature as 2Rc becomes a large 
fraction of the total resistance (Supplementary Fig. 6).

To provide further information on the mechanisms of device 
operation, we fabricated a Hall-bar structure and performed Hall-
effect measurements to obtain the hole sheet density and mobility 
(shown in Supplementary Fig.  7). At 290 K, the hole sheet den-
sity for the Hall-bar structure ranges from 1 to 6 × 1012 cm−2 for 
VBG = −60 to −100 V, which is in good agreement with the sheet 
density extracted from the transfer curves of the TLM structure (1.6 
to 4.3 × 1012 cm−2 for VBG = −60 to −100 V) (Fig. 4e). For the Hall-
bar structure, the extracted room-temperature Hall mobility varies 
from 200 to 700 cm2 V−1 s−1) over the range of VBG = −60 to −100 
(Supplementary Fig.  7). (Although the extracted Hall mobility is 
higher than the field-effect mobility presented in Fig. 4e, we do not 
feature this data in the main manuscript due to the presence of a 
multilayer WSe2 flake near two of the channel contacts, which may 
affect the uniformity of current flow through the structure.)

effects of glovebox processing and metallization
So far, nearly all published research on WSe2 has been conducted 
outside of the glovebox because WSe2 is considered to be air stable. 
Furthermore, device fabrication of conventional contacts has neces-
sitated exposing samples to air and photoresist during metallization. 

To evaluate the effects of different processing techniques, we fabri-
cated bilayer WSe2 p-FETs with three different processes for obtain-
ing metal contacts: (1) a device with TVCs assembled inside the 
glovebox; (2) a device with TVCs assembled outside the glovebox; 
(3) a device with direct electron-beam metal evaporation through a 
window in h-BN. In the direct metallization process, h-BN was used 
to protect the channel during metallization so that any observed 
differences in the device characteristics could be attributed to the 
contact as opposed to the channel, which may be affected during 
conventional metallization of an unprotected channel.

Figure  5a presents a comparison of the transfer characteris-
tics for devices made with the three different processes. Note that 
the applied VDS is 10× larger for the devices fabricated outside 
the glovebox (−1 V versus −0.1 V) because they exhibited very  
small currents, and a larger drain voltage was necessary for accu-
rate measurement.

The device with TVCs assembled inside the glovebox shows a 
p-type threshold voltage (VT) near VBG = −20 V, a good subthreshold 
slope for a back-gated device and a large on current. Weak n-type 
conduction is seen for VBG ≥ 30 V. This behaviour is consistent with 
a close alignment of the Fermi level of the metal contact (Pt) with 
the WSe2 valence band. The device with TVCs assembled outside 
the glovebox shows a −10 V shift in VBG at the onset of both p-type 
and n-type conduction, significantly decreased p-type on current 
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and a shallower subthreshold slope. These changes are consistent 
with a shift in the alignment of the Fermi level of the metal contact 
towards the mid-gap of the WSe2, increasing the barrier for hole 
injection. Such a shift can occur due to interfacial contaminants, 
such as water and hydrocarbons, at the metal–semiconductor junc-
tion. Hysteresis in the transfer characteristics provides additional 
evidence of charge trapping caused by interfacial contamination. 
Such hysteresis is clearly present for devices assembled in air, while 
it is largely absent for devices with TVCs assembled inside the 
glovebox (Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9).

The device with direct metallization through windows in h-BN 
shows poorest performance, with very poor p-type device char-
acteristics with only nanoamps of current in the on state (similar 
devices without h-BN encapsulation (shown in Supplementary 
Fig.  8) exhibit even worse characteristics and n-type behaviour). 
Interestingly, the device shows a wider off region than the TVC 
devices, with the threshold voltage for p-type conduction shifted 
downward to −60 V, whereas the threshold for n-type conduction 
is unchanged. This behaviour is consistent with metallization-
induced mid-gap states in the semiconductor, which pin the Fermi 
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e, Extracted hole sheet density (p2D) as a function of VBG for different temperatures. f, Extracted field-effect mobility (μFE) as a function of temperature from 
two- and four-probe measurements. The four-probe measurement eliminates the impact of series resistance on mobility extraction.
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level of the contact near the mid-gap and act as traps that widen  
the off region.

To explore how direct metallization might create mid-gap states, 
we acquired cross-sectional TEM images of the TVCs and direct 
metallization contacts, as shown in Fig. 5b,c (raw images are shown 
in Supplementary Fig.  10), to elucidate the physical differences 
between the two methods. No damage to WSe2 is apparent under 
the metal in the device with TVCs; however, damage is observed  
for the direct metallization contact. WSe2 appears discontinuous 
across the metallization region, which we believe is the main reason 
for the high Rc, large variability and the mid-gap states in directly 
metallized devices. These observations are consistent with recent 
studies comparing direct metallization to lamination of metal con-
tacts16. Thus, direct metallization not only shifts VT but also extends 
the VBG window of the off state, suggesting that metallization-induced 
damage may create mid-gap traps that decrease gate efficiency.

Figure  5d shows the stability of the device characteristics over 
time for TVCs processed inside the glovebox. The device shows 
wonderful stability for two months after fabrication, which we attri-
bute to the full h-BN encapsulation and glovebox processing, result-
ing in a clean and damage-free WSe2 surface. After two months, the 
device—which was still working—was sacrificed for TEM imaging.

Double-gated device as a nearly ideal 2D p-FeT
To further demonstrate the capabilities of TVCs as a device plat-
form we fabricated double-gated devices featuring a local top gate 
on bilayer WSe2. The top gate was formed directly on the h-BN of 
the TVCs (Fig. 6a). The top gate enables independent gating of the 
channel region, in contrast to the back gate, which modulates both 
the channel and contact regions. As shown in the optical image,  
the presence of a high-quality h-BN layer on top of the channel 
makes it easy to pattern the top gate using conventional lithography 
and metallization.

Figure 6b illustrates the top-gate transfer characteristics of the 
double-gated structure at different VBG. The output characteristics 
of the same device show clear current saturation at large |VDS|, as 
shown in Supplementary Fig.  11a. The increased on current and 
improved subthreshold swing of the top-gated device can be attrib-
uted to the high-quality h-BN–WSe2 interface, which lacks dan-
gling bonds and hence minimizes interface traps. The double-gated 
structure also enables VT tunability by modifying the VBG. VT for 
the top gate shifts positively with more negative VBG because a large 
negative back-gate voltage induces many holes in the channel and 
therefore requires a more positive top-gate voltage to deplete holes 
from the channel to turn the device off.

In these devices, the back gate is used to ‘turn on’ the contacts 
while the top gate is used to control the potential barrier of the 
channel, as illustrated in Fig. 6d. The device is on at VTG = 0 V—the 
potential barrier of the channel is minimal and the device current 
is limited by the contact resistance (which is dependent on VBG, as 
shown in Fig. 3). The device is turned off as VTG is increased—the 
potential barrier of the channel increases causing an exponential 
decrease in the drain current. In this configuration, the switching 
characteristics are due to the top-gate modulation of thermionic 
emission over a potential barrier, and hence, a thermal dependence 
of the subthreshold swing is expected. Indeed, the TVC top-gate 
devices show a nearly ideal subthreshold swing of 64 mV per decade 
at room temperature and 25 mV per decade at 17 K, as shown in 
Fig. 6c. The low-temperature subthreshold swing further decreases 
to 12 mV per decade at VDS = −10 mV (Supplementary Fig.  11b). 
The characteristics show a negative VT shift as the temperature is 
lowered, which is expected for switching based on thermionic emis-
sion of holes over the channel barrier. The minimal temperature 
dependence of the contact-limited on current further suggests that 
transport at the contacts is governed by tunnelling.

Conclusions
We have reported a device platform for achieving clean, stable 
and damage-free contacts to 2D semiconductors and nearly ideal 
transistor characteristics using transferred via contacts made from 
metal-embedded h-BN. With TVCs, metal is dry-transferred onto 
the 2D semiconductor, which prevents direct-metallization-induced 
damage and simultaneously provides encapsulation to protect the 
device. TVCs also allow full glovebox processing, which leads to 
clean and stable devices as verified by I–V characterization and 
TEM measurements. We used the approach to create high-quality 
back-gated bilayer WSe2 p-FETs with low contact resistance at both 
room temperature and low temperature. Through temperature-
dependent measurements, we have shown that transport at the con-
tacts is due to carrier tunnelling as opposed to thermionic emission 
over a Schottky barrier. Finally, we demonstrated that the approach 
can be used to fabricate double-gated devices with a high on cur-
rent and a nearly ideal subthreshold swing of 64 mV per decade at 
290 K using the high-quality top h-BN as a local top gate. Our TVCs 
provide an effective, reliable process for the development of high-
performance 2D devices.

Methods
Fabrication of TVCs. h-BN flakes were mechanically exfoliated onto SiO2/Si 
substrates outside the glovebox. Flakes of the desired thickness (20 to 30 nm) and 
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length (15–40 μm) were identified with an optical microscope. Electron-beam 
lithography was used to define patterns for metal contacts on PMMA resist spin 
coated over the flakes followed by etching of h-BN in the exposed areas using an 
Oxford Plasma Pro 100 Cobra reactive-ion-etch (RIE) system with 30/10 s.c.c.m. 
flow of SF6/O2 gas at 20 W power for 1 min. Electron-beam metal evaporation was 
used to deposit 20 nm of Pt followed by 30 nm of Au to fill the etched regions in 
the h-BN. After liftoff of the metal from unwanted regions with acetone, the TVCs 
were moved into the glovebox for transfer onto the device.

Stacking and fabrication of double-gated FETs. Exfoliation and stacking of 
WSe2 was performed inside the glovebox in a nitrogen environment to minimize 
contamination of the 2D surface. The H2O and O2 levels inside the glovebox were 
always maintained under 0.5 ppm and 3 ppm, respectively. WSe2 (acquired from 
HQ Graphene) was exfoliated onto SiO2/Si substrates. TVCs were picked up with a 
PDMS stamp coated with polypropylene carbonate (PPC) polymer at ~50 °C in the 
glovebox. TVCs on the polymer stamp were then used to pick up the WSe2 flakes 
and transfer them onto the bottom h-BN flakes exfoliated on a separate SiO2/Si 
chip. Once the TVC and WSe2 stack had been transferred onto the bottom h-BN, 
the PPC on top of the stack was melted at ~120 °C and washed off with acetone. 
Large metal electrodes and pads for electrical measurements were fabricated 
using conventional electron-beam lithography followed by electron-beam metal 
deposition of Ti/Au (5/85 nm). For the double-gated device, the top gate was added 
as a post-process to a back-gated device. Electron-beam lithography followed by 
electron-beam metal deposition of Pd/Au (20/30 nm) was used to form the top-
gate contact in between the source and drain contacts.

Material characterization and electrical measurements. The number of WSe2 
layers was confirmed after device fabrication using Raman and photoluminescence 
spectra measurements, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 (Renishaw system, 
532 nm laser). The electrical measurements were conducted with a semiconductor 
parameter analyser (Keysight B1500A) in both a vacuum probe station and a 
vacuum cryostat with an adjustable magnetic field and temperature ranging from 
14 K to room temperature. The Hall voltages for extraction of carrier density were 
measured with a lock-in amplifier connected to the cryostat.

Four-probe resistance extraction. The width-normalized total resistance, channel 
resistance and contact resistance are plotted in Fig. 3c. These quantities were 
calculated from four-probe measurements using the following expressions:
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Here, Vij is the potential difference between contacts i and j, L14 and L23 are the 
effective channel lengths between contacts 1 and 4 and contacts 2 and 3 (equal to 6 
and 2 μm, respectively) and W is the width of the contacts (6 μm). The expression 
for equation (3) is only valid for low |VDS|. At high |VDS|, one of the Schottky 
contacts becomes forward-biased and Rtotal − Rch is approximately equal to Rc, not 
2Rc. In our measurement, we use a small VDS so that the use of equation (3) is valid.

Hole mobility and sheet density extraction. To calculate the hole sheet 
density (p2D) and field-effect mobility (μFE) we extracted the transconductance 
(gm = ∂ID/∂VBG) from the transfer curves in strong accumulation at VBG = −80 V, 
as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4d. To avoid noise caused by numerical 
differentiation of the measurement data, we found gm by calculating the slope of ID 
from VBG = −90 to −70 V.

Starting with the expression for the drain current of a p-MOSFET in the linear 
regime
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For the values extracted in this Article we use Cox = 1.1 × 10−8 F cm−2, which is 
equivalent to a combined dielectric of 285 nm of SiO2 and 30 nm of h-BN with a 
relative permittivity of 4.

The great linear fits to the transfer characteristics, as presented in Fig. 4d, 
show that the transconductance is nearly constant over the range of VBG = −100 
to −65 V. From equation (6), the constant transconductance suggests that  
μFE is also nearly constant over this range, which makes the use of an average  
gm appropriate.

We can recast equation (6) in terms of two-probe (2p) and four-probe (4p) 
mobilities using the variable definitions from four-probe resistance extraction:
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